
 
Year 7  Year 8 Year 9 MPC Year 10 Year 11 

HT 1 Myself and Others 

Exploring how to build a 

narrative.  

Learning how to apply 

basic drama techniques: 

Freeze Frame and 

Thought Aloud.  

How to represent basic 

characters and 

stereotypes.  

Enrichment:   

Prejudice and Equality  

Exploring the stories of 

Muhammed Ali and 

Rosa Parks 

 

Commedia Dell'arte 

Exploring the origins of 

16th-18th century style of 

theatre.  

Exploring stock 

characters.  

Origins of pantomime. 

Creating comedy for an 

audience. 

 

 

 

 

Rehearsal techniques 

Approaching short scene 

extracts using a range of new 

rehearsal techniques which 

provide a deeper insight of 

how to interpret scripts and 

characters.  

-Power of pauses 

-One word script 

-On-Text Improvisation 

-Off-text improvisation  

 

 

 

Introduction to GCSE Drama 

- Recapping and practicing 

Rehearsal techniques 

Exploring pieces of script 

- Practitioner workshops – 

Brecht / Stan  

- Learning Staging types  

- Power of the Pause / 

Language used  

Introduction to Theatre 

evaluation  

-Lighting design key 

terminology   

-Set design key terminology  

- How to visualise  

- Evaluation and analysis of 

key moments   

Structure of answer  

Exam mocks- Live theatre  

Pupils re-visit live theatre 

structure.  

Live theatre trip 

Mock exam  

Blood Brothers analysis of key 

characters.  

 

 

 



 

 

Introduction components  

CVEL main paragraphs  

Link to aims 

 

HT2 Charlie and the 

Chocolate Factory  

Exploring the Roald Dahl 

classic- representation 

of characters.  

Learning subject specific 

terminology linked to 

staging.  

Use of geographical and 

emotional stage 

directions 

Enrichment:  

Empathy and loneliness  

Exploring Age UK 

Christmas elderly 

loneliness campaign.  

Encouraging students to 

empathise.  

Romeo and Juliet 

Modernising 

Shakespeare’s play.  

Interpreting key themes 

and genre and bringing 

them into a modern 

context. 

Performing The Prologue 

– exploring Elizabethan 

language. Use of narrator 

in engaging ways and 

ensemble re-telling.  

 

 

 'The .38'  

Using a poem as stimuli.  

Pupils have to work on 

extended project to build 

their own plot-line and write 

a monologue/ scripted 

scenes for a piece of original 

theatre. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Devising mock 

Pupils will be given the 

stimulus pack from OCR and 

will devise a full length 

devised piece.  

Complete some portfolio 

pieces. Look at top band 

portfolios.  

Consider aims and intentions 

Defining 

style/genre/structure/Costu

me/set 

The Paperbirds workshops 

Frantic Assembly workshops  

 

 

 

Blood Brothers 

Blood Brothers exploration 

looking at Willy Russell’s 

intentions and social/cultural 

and historical context.  

Pupil complete mock exams 

Exemplar papers from past 

cohorts   

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

HT3 Silent Movies 

Exploring style of 

theatre.  

Use of non-verbal 

communication 

Use of exaggeration and 

placards 

Charlie Chaplin as an 

actor- aims and 

audience response 

 

Enrichment: Exploring 

the issue of the refugee 

crisis and getting 

students to 

comprehend the 

situation and empathise 

with the victims.  

Arson About  

Exploring play extracts 

Styles of theatre- non-

naturalistic and 

naturalistic 

Wheeller’s intentions 

 

 

 

Design elements in 

Theatre 

Pupils learn how to design 

for the stage 

Costume design 

Set design 

Lighting design  

Sound design 

 

 

Blood Brothers  

Exploring set text for section 

A of the written exam.  

Read whole text  

Create a timeline as consider 

key context  

Consider genre/ themes/ 

style  

Pupils will start rehearsing 

key extracts of set text in 

small groups.  

Scripted unit 

Pupils work in groups to 

explore two extracts from a 

full length play.  

Peer feedback 

Teacher feedback  

Considering aims of playwright 

and demands of text 

Writing concept proforma  



HT4 It was Terrifying  

Naturalistic acting 

Exploring themes of 

bullying- cause and 

consequence 

Responding to stimulus- 

poem 

Creating juxtaposition 

Writing monologues 

 

Enrichment: The Power 

of Words 

Exploring how powerful 

our words are. Exploring 

the story of famous 

celebrities such as 

Malala, Lady Gaga and 

Ronaldo.  

Stabbing at the disco  

Looking at real-life 

newspaper articles as 

basis pupils consider 

knife crimes and their 

potential cause and the 

devastating effect. 

Creating mood and 

atmosphere. 

Use of split scene and 

crosscutting. 

Wheeller (Practitoner) 

exploration 'Too Much 

Punch for Judy'/Hard To 

Swallow'/' Missing Dan 

Nolan' 

Performing within a style 

and adhering to playwrights 

intentions.  

Interpreting a range of 

opening script extracts from 

Wheeller plays.  

Creating and building 

juxtaposition within a 

performance.  

How to create comedy 

within serious themes.  

Blood Brothers  

Re-visit set text. Pupils will 

finish rehearsal of extract 

and perform these so they 

have some scripted 

experience. 

They will consider how you 

may approach a text as a 

designer 

(costume/lighting/sound/set

) 

Approaching some exam 

style questions  

Scripted unit  

Pupils work in groups to 

explore two extracts from a 

full length play.  

Peer feedback 

Teacher feedback  

Considering aims of playwright 

and demands of text 

Writing concept proforma  

Externally assessed 

examination.  

HT5 Creating a plot. Use 

of symbols Mask work  

Use of Trestle masks and 

how they can be used to 

  

 

 

Devising  

Pupils grouped into 

coursework groups 

Exam mocks- Live 

theatre/Blood Brothers  

Mocks 

Personalised revision sessions 



Pupils use a live stimuli 

modelled by Teacher 

and pupil.  

Creating a ritual which 

is broken over time.  

Building plot and 

narrative 

Symbolic props- in form 

of pen- and how 

symbols create meaning 

for the audience.  

 

Enrichment:  

Exploring the topic of 

Body Image and Mental 

Well being through 

Drama. Issues we are 

aware our students 

often tackle.  

build a non-naturalistic 

performance.  

Use of neutral masks to 

create strong mood and 

atmosphere in nightmare 

sequence.  

Use of lighting and 

exaggeration to 

communicate.  

 

 

 

 

 

Choice of ten stimuli from 

OCR assigned pack. One 

chosen by group and pupils 

develop plot/aims/scenes.  

Pupils explore and rehearse.  

Research styles/ themes/ 

key characters  

Completing portfolio 

alongside rehearsal 

 

1-2-1 targets  

Final Written Exam 

 

 

 

 

 

HT6 The Haunted Lift  

Creating a mood and 

atmosphere. 

Audience response 

Warden X 

Whole class 

improvisations 

T.I.R and S.I.R  

 

Devising  

Final practical exam 

recorded and filmed 

Written Exam 

Typically Mid-May    

Section A-set text  



Responding to poetry 

Hot-seating – open and 

closed questions  

Building appropriate 

plot and characters  

 

Enrichment:  

Exploring the topic of 

Cyber Bullying through 

the style of Theatre in 

Education. An Issue we 

are aware our students 

often tackle and 

encouraging this to be 

eradicated.  

Creating a motive 

Use of props/set 

 

 

 

 

 

Pupils evaluate performance 

for section 3 of Portfolio.  

Complete any final 

amendments to Portfolio 

coursework.  

 

 

 

 

 

Section B- Live theatre 

Evaluation  

 

 

 

 

 

 


